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This station airs four 30-minute programs weekly on Sundays (Access Minnesota is 26 minutes and :30 seconds).  We address local an 

statewide community issues and concerns.  

Current  KQRS, 93X  and LOVE 105 Schedule:

4:00 am – 4:30 am The Best of Our Knowledge 

4:30 am – 5:00 am Viewpoints

5:00 am – 5:30 am Minnesota Matters

5:30 am – 6:00 am Moore About the World

Public Affairs Programs

The Best of our Knowledge – is a 30 minute program produced by National Productions that is hosted by Bob Barrett.  It highlights breakthroughs 

across disciplines and across the globe putting listeners at the forefront of their fields.  Each week this program examines some of the issues 

unique to education, looks at the research and invites commentary from experts and administrators from all levels of education. 

Viewpoints – is a 30 minute program produced by Media Tracks; moderator host, Shel Lustig.  Program covers health care, crime reduction, 

economy, political issues, and many other important local and global issues.

Minnesota Matters– Minnesota Matters offers listeners unique perspectives on the people, places and stories that matter most to Minnesotans, 

from current events and politics to sports and the arts. 

Moore About the World– Moore About the World...where business, culture and history collide with the events of the week, featuring Twin Cities 

attorney, writer and businessman, Terrance Moore, of the Hellmuth & Johnson law firm. 

The following issues are commonly addressed topics:

1. Economy

2. Education

3. Environment 

4. Health

5. Legal/Law

6. Miscellaneous 

7. Urban



Economy



Education 
A list of topics important to incoming college students has a new location and a new focus. Today on the Best of Our 

Knowledge, we’ll learn about the Marist Mindset List. We’ll also hear how students can enter a video competition from C-

SPAN, get help for veterans with stress, and spend an Academic Minute helping members of the service with service dogs.

SEGMENT 1: COVID TESTING ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES

Synopsis: The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has developed a quick and affordable saliva-based test that 

makes it possible for students, faculty and staff to get checked twice a week for COVID-19. We speak with one of its 

creators, Dr. Martin Burke about the largescale implementation of this method and the upcoming challenges with flu 

season quickly approaching.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: 

Dr. Martin Burke, associate dean for research, Carle Illinois College of Medicine, professor of chemistry, leader of SHIELD 

Illinois

SEGMENT 2: INSIDE U.S. COLLEGE ADMISSIONS

Synopsis: How will COVID-19 change the college admissions process? Will more students stay close to home? Will 

standardized tests be a thing of the past? Journalist, Jeffrey Selingo spent a year embedded in three college admissions 

offices and joins Viewpoints this week to share his insights and how this pandemic will alter higher education for good.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Jeffrey Selingo, higher education journalist, author, Who Gets In and Why: A Year Inside College Admissions

Best of Our 

Knowledge
10/4/20

Viewpoints 10/4/20

Best of Our

Knowledge
10/11/20

As the civil rights movement of the mid-20th century made its way onto college campuses, the leaders of those institutions 

needed to find a way to keep the peace while making big changes. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll hear how 

college presidents straddled the campus color line.

Viewpoints 10/11/20

SEGMENT 2: WHY IS ENGLISH SO HARD TO LEARN?

Synopsis: We all know the rule: “I before E, except after C,” but it’s not applicable in “weird” or “science” or many other 

words. The English language has many exceptions to its rules and these irregularities make it a difficult language to 

learn. Two language experts join Viewpoints this week to share the many frustrations of English and the rules at play 

today.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: 

Vivian Cook, Professor Emeritus of Applied Linguistics at Newcastle University and author of Accomodating Brocolli in the 

Cemetary: Or Why Can’t Anybody Spell

Niall McLeod Waldman, author of Spelling Dearest: The Down and Dirty, Nitty-Gritty History of English Spelling



Education 

Best of Our

Knowledge

It’s no secret, America’s public schools are not having a stellar year. As the country continues to grapple with COVID-19, 

economic uncertainty, and social unrest, securing the funding needed to ensure a well-rounded, top-quality education for 

all of our nation’s students, from pre-K to grade 12, seems more difficult than ever. So why shouldn’t concerned parents 

place their trust in the private sector and vote to support charter schools and voucher programs?

10/18/20Best of Our

Knowledge

What does it take to be called a genius? If you’ve given that any thought at all you’ve probably come up with some pretty 

abstract answers and qualifications. But in his new book called “The Hidden Habits of Genius”, Dr. Craig Wright, Professor 

Emeritus of Music at Yale University, has come up with some fairly concrete criteria for the genius tag. Today on the Best 

of Our Knowledge, we’ll take a deep dive into the habits of genius.

10/25/20

There’s a course at Towson university in Maryland that teaches a class in positive psychology. Today on the Best of Our 

Knowledge, we’ll learn how this class stays positive during a pandemic. We’ll also learn how a school system survived a 

cyberattack, hear how machine learning is helping COVID testing, and spend an Academic Minute with COVID-19 and 

your singing voice.

11/8/20Best of Our

Knowledge

SEGMENT 1: SURVIVING PARKLAND: THE PERSPECTIVE OF ONE TEACHER

Synopsis: The 2018 massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High in Parkland, Florida was the deadliest high school 

shooting in U.S. history. A teen gunman opened fire killing 17 students and faculty and injuring 17 others. Viewpoints 

speaks with high school teacher Jeff Foster who was there that day and is still an active voice in ending gun violence. 

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Jeff Foster, A.P. government teacher, Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, author, For Which We Stand: How 

Our Government Works and Why It Matters

Viewpoints 11/22/20

11/22/20Best of Our

Knowledge

In the Fall of 2019, a class had two teaching assistants, one male and one female. At the end of the semester, the students 

scored the male TA higher on course evaluations, while the female TA got five times as many negative reviews. There’s 

just one problem…they were the same person. We'll talk to her about these study results.



Education 

Best of Our

Knowledge

Now that sending your kids off to school means sending them to the dining room, people need guidance on how to make 

this new way of learning actually work.

Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll talk about The Parents’ Distance Learning Playbook from the author who 

brought us the movie Mean Girls.

12/6/20Best of Our

Knowledge

The past couple of weeks we have explored distance learning from the instructors and the parents’ point of view. Looks like 

it’s time to hear from the students. Today on The Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll hear how a brother and sister are tackling 

the school year.
12/13/20

The Best of Our

Knowledge
11/29/20

Two educators at a northern New York college are about to roll out some new workshops to help today’s teachers meet the 

needs of today’s students. Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll learn about this teach-for-the-future project at SUNY 

Adirondack.



SEGMENT 1: THE STATE OF CLIMATE SCIENCE IN THE U.S.

Synopsis: According to the Environmental Protection Agency, greenhouse gases trap heat in the atmosphere leading to a 

warmer planet. The largest source of greenhouse gas emissions due to human activities is from burning fossil fuels like 

coal, oil and natural gas for electricity, heat and transportation. In recent years, the increasingly dry and warm climate in

the U.S. has led to extreme fires, record drought and more severe hurricanes. So, what can be done to alter the path we’re 

currently on and make renewable energy (that results in less emissions) widely accessible for everyone?

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Dr. Jennie C. Stephens, director and professor, School of Public Policy and Urban Affairs, Northeastern 

University, author, Diversifying Power

11/8/20

Environment 

The Best of Our

Knowledge
11/1/20

Protect the health of the planet and you protect your own health. That’s an extremely boiled down version of the new book 

called “Planetary Health – Protecting Nature to Protect Ourselves”. The emerging field of planetary health connects the 

dots between changes in Earth’s environment and the general wellbeing of us humans wandering around the planet. One 

of the co-editors of the book is Dr. Samuel Myers. Sam Myers is Director of the Planetary Health Alliance and a Principle 

Research Scientist at the Harvard T.H.

Viewpoints



Health

SEGMENT 2: THE STATE OF SCIENCE

Synopsis: Before the pandemic, roughly 4 in 10 people across the world believed that if science didn’t exist their lives 

would be no different, according to a global survey conducted by 3M Corporation. We dig into this staggering statistic and 

how COVID-19 has altered people’s perception of the field.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Dr. Jayshree Seth, chief science advocate, 3M Corporation

11/15/20Viewpoints



Legal / Law

Viewpoints 10/18/20

SEGMENT 2: WHITE COLLAR CRIME: THE PLAYERS & ITS ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

Synopsis: Each year, white collar crime results in losses that range between 300 and 800 billion dollars. Comparatively, 

other street-level crimes only total 16 billion dollars. Despite the huge cost, we seldom hear about lasting consequences for 

corporate offenders. We explore the prevalence of white-collar crime in our country and the systems that allow this 

corruption to flourish.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Jennifer Taub, professor of law, Western New England University School of Law, author, Big Dirty Money: The 

Shocking Injustice and Unseen Cost of White-Collar Crime



Miscellaneous

Minnesota

Matters
10/4/20

10/4/20Moore About

the World

Presidential Debate

Analysis of the first presidential debate between Donald Trump and Joe Biden.

Topics: Gov Walz on Covid-19 in MN, prepping cabins/property for winter, Golden Gopher Connor Olson named one of the 

national semifinalists for the prestigious William V. Campbell trophy

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Tasha Redel, JW Cox, Mike Grimm

Minnesota

Matters
10/11/20

Logical Fallacies

Arguments that sound good but are simply not true. How fallacies impact public discourse. How to identify logical fallacies.
10/11/20Moore About

the World

Topics: Carleton College political expert Steven Schier on presidential campaigns, MN firefighters help in the west, helping 

kids wear masks during COVID, Nick Bjugstad joins the Wild

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Tasha Redel, JW Cox, Mike Grimm

10/11/20Viewpoints

SEGMENT 1: THE LIFE OF A MODERN PRIVATE EYE

Synopsis: The field of private investigation is rapidly changing. And not entirely for the good. We speak with Tyler 

Maroney – a journalist turned private eye about the evolution of the industry and the role tech-savvy investigators play in 

influencing and providing transparency to governments, corporate entities, criminal justice lawyers and other sectors.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Tyler Maroney, private eye, co-founder, Quest Research and Investigations, author, The Modern Detective: How 

Corporate Intelligence is Reshaping the World

Viewpoints 10/18/20

SEGMENT 1: THE 12 MILLION UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS IN THE U.S.

Synopsis: In 2016, President Trump ran on a platform that vowed to deport all of the undocumented immigrants in the 

country. However, four years later and this population is still relatively the same. Is it a practical plan to deport millions who 

have lived in the U.S. for more than a decade, are law-abiding and fill important jobs that would otherwise be vacant?

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Richard Hanus, immigration attorney



Miscellaneous

Minnesota

Matters

10/18/20
The Electoral College

What it is and how it works. The historical roots of the Electoral College. Why a presidential candidate can win the popular 

vote but lose the election, and why some want to abolish the Electoral College.

SEGMENT 1: HALLOWEEN 2020: THE KICKOFF OF THIS YEAR’S HOLIDAY SEASON

Synopsis: Halloween is just around the corner, falling on Saturday, October 31st. this year. Whatever your plans are this 

weekend, it’s important to stay safe by following the recommended precautions. The holiday may look a little different this 

year, but it doesn’t have to be any less spook-tastic.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Deedee Fronius; Dr. Rachel Prete, pediatric hospitalist, Arnold Palmer Hospital for Children, chief quality officer of 

newborn care, Winnie Palmer Hospital for Women and Babies

SEGMENT 2: EXAMINING THE DEATH-CARE INDUSTRY

Synopsis: Planning for death is an important part of life. Getting your affairs in order and communicating your final wishes 

to your loved ones are two vital steps in this process. We speak with John Keith, the owner of Keith Monument, to better 

understand the field and some of the ways that COVID-19 has changed the way we celebrate life.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: John Keith, owner, Keith Monument

10/25/20Viewpoints

Topics: Ed MN’s Denise Specht on new teacher survey showing many teachers “stressed, overwhelmed” amid COVID, 

Salvation Army Red Kettle preview, pandemic Halloween tips, Gopher football coach PJ Fleck on new program aimed at 

combatting racism

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Tasha Redel, JW Cox, Mike Grimm

10/18/20

Moore About

the World

Can You Trust the Polls?

Presidential polls in 2016 projected that Hillary Clinton would win the election. Pollsters believe that they have modified 

their methodologies to more accurately reflect voter preferences. How will the polls fare in the 2020 elections?

10/25/20Moore About

the World



Miscellaneous

10/25/20Minnesota

Matters

Topics: political wrangling ahead of the election, everything voters need to know ahead of Nov 3 rd, Winter Carnival preview, 

Pat Reusse on the legacy of Sid Hartman

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner, JW Cox, Mike Grimm

11/1/20

Topics: Countdown to election day, Mpls teen Darnella Frazier received PEN America award for courage, state emergency 

hiring initiative, Former Golden Gopher women's hockey player Patti Marshall of Thief River Falls is now playing 

professional hockey in Sweden

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner, Tasha Redel, Mike Grimm

11/1/20Viewpoints

SEGMENT 1: THE NATIVE AMERICAN VOTE: A GROUP PLAGUED BY VOTER MARGINALIZATION

Synopsis: There are more than 5.2 million Native Americans living in the U.S., yet only a small fraction cast a ballot each 

election cycle. What factors lead to this low turnout? Viewpoints speaks with two experts about how historical bias feeds 

into the current challenges facing this group.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Dr. Jean Reith Schroedel, professor of political science, Claremont Graduate University, author, Voting in Indian 

Country: The View From the Trenches

Dr. Brian Joseph Gilley, professor of anthropology, Indiana University-Bloomington

SEGMENT 2: GOOD MORNING ZOOM

Synopsis: You may be familiar with the classic children’s book, Goodnight Moon, but what about Good Morning Zoom? 

One mom living in New York City wanted to help her children better understand the pandemic, so wrote a parody based off 

of one of their favorite bedtime stories. The result? A funny, yet realistic look at parenting and getting through this period.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Lindsay Rechler, managing director, Jefferies Group, author, Good Morning Zoom

11/1/20Moore About

the World

Election Preview

A look at the presidential, congressional and state house races. What are the polls indicating? Will Election Day turn into 

Election Week or even Election Month?

Minnesota

Matters



Miscellaneous

SEGMENT 2: HOLIDAY SHOPPING 2020: DO YOU NEED TO BUY IT?

Synopsis: Compulsive buying disorder affects around five percent of Americans. With prime shopping season fully 

underway, the number of ads and limited-time deals can lead to several unneeded purchases. We speak with psychologist, 

Dr. Michael Vilensky about how retailers get you to keep buying and what to do if you feel like you’re shopping is getting to 

be a problem

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Dr. Michael Vilensky, psychologist, The Ohio State University’s Wexner Medical Center

11/8/20Viewpoints

11/8/20Minnesota

Matters

Topics: all the latest on local and national elections, Fall in MN is Medicare selection time

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner and Tasha Redel

Moore About

the World
11/8/20 The Allegory of the Cave

A look at Plato’s Allegory of the Cave and how it relates to current events, particularly the growth of political tribalism.

Viewpoints

SEGMENT 1: THE HISTORY OF FOOTBALL AS THE NFL CELEBRATES ITS 100TH ANNIVERSARY

Synopsis: The National Football League was founded in 1920 – and it’s no surprise that a lot has changed since then. 

Viewpoints speaks with three sports experts about the evolution of the football industry, its humble beginnings and why the 

NFL is still so pervasive and popular in American culture.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: 

Dr. Rob Ruck, professor, sports history, University of Pittsburgh

Dr. Travis Vogan, associate professor, American studies, University of Iowa

Dr. Kurt Kemper, professor, history, Dakota State University

11/15/20

The Smithsonian Institution is the world's largest museum, education, and research complex. It is a beloved part of 

American culture. But its founder, a British scientist named James Smithson, never once set foot on American soil. So, 

who would do that? Steven Turner tried to find out. Turner is the author of the new book “The Science of James Smithson 

– Discoveries from the Smithsonian Founder”. While researching Smithon’s science he also learned a lot about Smithson’s 

personality.

The Best of Our

Knowledge
11/15/20



Miscellaneous

Topics: COVID restrictions/special session talk, holiday fire safety tips, Salvation Army Red Kettle campaign starts early, 

Gopher A-D Mark Coyle on COVID-related game cancelations

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner, Tasha Redel and Mike Grimm

11/29/20

11/22/20Viewpoints 

Election Analysis

A comprehensive look at the election results and the unfounded allegations of massive voter fraud in the presidential 

election.

Topics: new COVID restrictions/special session6, MN Medical Association on impact of surging COVID cases on health 

workers, GLOW holiday festival, MN college Jeopardy winner remembers Alex Trebek

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner, Tasha Redel and Mike Grimm

Minnesota 

Matters
11/15/20

Moore About

the World

Wealth Inequality

How the growing gap between the rich and poor and the decline of the middle class threatens our democracy.
11/22/20

SEGMENT 2: RELATIONSHIPS: THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE IS 2020

Synopsis: Technology has shaped the way we stay in touch, fall in love and even have kids. Dr. Debora Spar joins 

Viewpoints this week to share how innovation affects several different aspects of our lives and what the future holds in this

space.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Dr. Debora Spar, professor, Harvard Business School, author, Work, Mate, Marry, Love: How Machines Shape 

Our Human Destiny

Moore About

the World
11/15/20

Minnesota 

Matters
11/22/20

Topics: New COVID restrictions, ACA’s impact on Minnesotans with mental illness, Thanksgiving safety tips from Deputy 

Fire Marshal, Timberwolves 2020 draft in review

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner, Tasha Redel and Mike Grimm

Minnesota 

Matters



Miscellaneous

Habits That Earmark You As Either Smart Or Stupid

A look at the habits that frame you as either smart or stupid in your interactions with others. How to present yourself to 

others in the most positive light.

SEGMENT 1: THE EARLY AMERICAN DIET

Synopsis: Throughout history - war, famine, economic instability has affected what we choose to buy at the grocery store. 

Even today, the pandemic has shifted our grocery shopping and eating habits. This week, we rewind back to the Great 

Depression, which forced millions of Americans to find new recipes and get creative with the limited number of ingredients 

they could afford.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Jane Ziegelman, historian, food writer, author, A Square Meal: A Culinary History of the Great Depression

SEGMENT 2: I SPY DELICIOUS PIE

Synopsis: Boozy Pecan, Cranberry-Pear, Banana Crème. The many flavors and textures of pie are endless. Just because 

Thanksgiving and all-things pumpkin have passed, doesn’t mean an end to sugary holiday sweets. Viewpoints speaks with 

cookbook author Ken Haedrich about the prevalence of pie in American culture and how anyone – at any skill level – can 

bake a delicious pie in no time.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Ken Haedrich, food writer, cookbook author, Pie Academy

11/29/20Viewpoints 

Minnesota 

Matters

11/29/20

Moore About

the World
12/6/20

President-Elect Joe Biden’s Cabinet Choices

A comprehensive look at the background of the people Biden has selected for his cabinet. Discussion of the process of 

nominating and confirming cabinet members.

12/6/20
Topics: COVID developments, DEED Commish Steve Grove on resources available to Minnesotans out of work due to 

COVID, state parks offer ways out of the house, Gopher football coach PJ Fleck on COVID’s impact on team 

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner, Tasha Redel and Mike Grimm

Moore About

the World



Miscellaneous

12/13/20Minnesota

Matters

Topics: COVID vaccines/special session preview, parenting challenges amid COVID, tips for Minnesotans with dementia 

and their loved-ones for navigating coronavirus, help for the hungry amid the pandemic

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner, Tasha Redel and JW Cox

The Seven Deadly Dilemmas  

What they are and their role in game theory. How you can recognize them and use them to your advantage.
12/13/20Moore About

the World

SEGMENT 1: BECOMING STEVE JOBS

Synopsis: Apple co-founder, Steve Jobs, was hailed as a genius and master innovator during his lifetime, but his career 

wasn’t always a smooth, upward trajectory. He failed many times and was eventually sidelined at Apple. We speak with 

one of his biographers about how Jobs changed his ways during this turbulent time, and how his experiences working with 

NeXt Computer and Pixar helped develop him into a savvier, more understanding leader.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Rick Tetzeli, co-author with Brent Schlender, of the book, Becoming Steve Jobs: The Evolution of a Reckless 

Upstart Into a Visionary Leader

SEGMENT 2: LIAR, LIAR: HOW TO GET TO THE TRUTH

Synopsis: How do professionals question people to get the information they want? We talk to an expert in interrogation 

and lying on this subject, and how law enforcement and job interviewers use the same tactics to find out if someone may 

be lying to them.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Maryann Karinch, a human behavior expert and author of the book, Nothing But the Truth: Secrets from Top 

Intelligence Experts to Control the Conversation and Get the Information You Need

12/6/20Viewpoints



Miscellaneous

SEGMENT 1: THE MODERN DIAMOND BUSINESS

Synopsis: The northwestern coast of South Africa & Namibia has been a mining hub for diamonds since the 1900’s. Local 

workers labor through long shifts and hazardous working conditions in order to feed their families. The pay? Roughly five 

cents per carat of rough diamonds found. While some may argue that the industry stimulates the local economy, once a 

company deems an area to be over-mined, it pulls out, leaving behind nothing for locals except ravaged land.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Matthew Gavin Frank, professor, nonfiction, creative writing, poetry, Northern Michigan University, author, Flight 

of the Diamond Smugglers: A Tale of Pigeons, Obsession, and Greed Along Coastal South Africa

SEGMENT 2: 

Synopsis: Alex Trebek hosted Jeopardy! for 37 seasons until his passing last month from pancreatic cancer. The trivia 

quiz series is unlike any other show on TV – and some would argue that a big part of what made it so entertaining was 

Trebek’s talent for leading the game. We explore his career legacy and what’s next for Jeopardy!.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: 

Robert Thompson, professor, television & popular culture, Syracuse University

Daniella Regencia, attorney, former Jeopardy! contestant

12/13/20Viewpoints

12/20/20
Topics: Special session 7/Gov’s executive orders, COVID vaccine myths, Salvation Army Red Kettle update, Golden 

Gopher WR Clay Geary

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner, Tasha Redel and Mike Grimm

Minnesota

Matters

Policing in America

A look at the role and function of the police in America. Criticisms of police treatment of people of color. Have the police 

become excessively militarized? Why some are calling for police departments to be abolished, defunded or reformed? 

What exactly do these terms mean?

12/20/20Minnesota

Matters

There are many things that we have had to learn to live without here in 2020, but there is one annual tradition that will not

be stopped by the corona. It’s the annual World Almanac and Book of Facts. The new edition for 2021 has just been 

released and it’s over one thousand pages of things you need to know, want to know, and had no idea that you wanted to 

know but are now glad you do.

12/20/20The Best of Our

Knowledge



Miscellaneous

Viewpoints

At the end of most years, we spend a couple of weeks looking back at the important stories of the past 12 months. But this 

year, frankly, they weren’t exactly merry. So this year, we’ll just revisit some of the most interesting people we met this 

year. We’ll talk to the artist who helped bring the Beatles to life on Saturday morning, and another who illustrated her own 

story, plus an Academic Minute looking for laughs.

12/27/20The Best of Our

Knowledge

Moore About

the World
12/27/20

Misused Phrases

A look at phrases that people commonly misuse. What do these phrases actually mean, and how did they come into 

common usage, or misusage? 

12/27/20Minnesota

Matters

Topics: MN holiday remembrances from Bill Werner, holiday music recap with Star Tribune’s Jon Bream

•Hosts: Scott Peterson, Bill Werner

SEGMENT 1:

Synopsis: Segregation not only divides cities but leads to divided people as well. It fuels biases against people who may 

look or act different than us, leading to generations of inequity and discrimination. Viewpoints speaks with social justice 

activist, Tonika Johnson about the many impacts’ segregation has had on the city of Chicago.

Host: Gary Price

Guests: Tonika Johnson, social justice activist, creator of Folded Project and Belonging

SEGMENT 2: WHAT ARE YOU GRATEFUL FOR?

Synopsis: Thank goodness 2020 is just about over. While this year has been full of many challenges, it’s also made more 

Americans realize what truly matters and the importance of being thankful for even the littlest of things. As we all look 

ahead to next year and the habits we hope to cultivate, we discuss the benefits of practicing gratitude through writing.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Janice Kaplan, journalist, author, The Gratitude Diaries, host, The Gratitude Diaries podcast

12/20/20



Miscellaneous

Viewpoints

SEGMENT 1: THE ON- AND OFF-STAGE BENEFITS OF PRACTICING IMPROV

Synopsis: Getting on a stage in front of a crowd can be extremely daunting. But, taking a risk and trying something new 

may not only lead you to a new hobby but a renewed perspective on life. Improv comedy forces you to connect on a 

deeper level with others, as well as yourself through the collaboration, communication and confidence the performance art 

requires.

Host: Gary Price

•Guests: Max Dickins, comedian, improvisation expert, author, Improvise!: Use the Secrets of Improv to Achieve 

Extraordinary Results at Work

SEGMENT 2: GAME SHOW HISTORY

Synopsis: Before the game shows of today, there were countless series of the past that defied our notion of 

showmanship. Full of grandiose props, charismatic hosts and the perfect, hand-picked contestants, these series kept 

viewers hooked till the very end and were (really) too good to be true. We discuss some of the most popular game shows 

in American history and how the industry has evolved over the last 70 years.

Host: Marty Peterson

Guests: Adam Nedeff, game show historian, author

12/27/20



• Public Service Announcements:

• KQRS – 191 PSAs ran from 10/1/2020 – 12/31/2020

• 93X – 87 PSAs ran from 10/1/2020 – 12/31/2020

• LOVE 105 – 198 PSAs ran from 10/1/2020 – 12/31/2020

• Total PSAs that ran in fourth quarter in 2020 on KQRS, 93X and LOVE 105 were: 476.


